Pharmacy Intern Training Program
ACTIVELY SUPPORTING THE LEADING PHARMACISTS OF TOMORROW
Why train with the University of South Australia?

Complete your ITP with UniSA and you’ll be advantaged by our longstanding history in pharmacy education and access to professionals committed to your success in the program and beyond, as well as enjoying a range of other benefits, including:

- **online learning** at your own pace, supported by face-to-face seminars
- **extensive exam preparation** provisions, including workshops and practical exam training
- **access to HECS-HELP** with the option to defer your course fees
- **personalised one-to-one support** and mentoring from experienced pharmacists
- **access to established UniSA resources** from our Library and student services, and
- **obtain a Graduate Certificate in Pharmacy Practice** by completing an additional nine units of study.

YOUR VIEWS MATTER

Go into the draw to **WIN a $50 Coles Myer voucher** by completing our short survey.

We’d love to hear your opinions about selecting an ITP and what tops your importance list when deciding where to study.

Jump online and enter...

unisa.edu.au/health/itp-survey

Check out unisa.edu.au/pharmacyintern